
Receptionist Interview Guide

Step-by-step interview guide for people applying for receptionist jobs 

From Amanda Seizling, Independent Interviewer and Career Coach

Receptionist belongs to the most popular jobs all around the world. Study conducted in the

United States showed that in average,  more than thirty people applied for every single

receptionist job opening in the first quarter of 2016 (both office and hotel receptionist job

openings were included in the study.)

It is not easy for us, the interviewers, to choose just one person out of thirty applicants,

especially if they have similar background and experience. We typically conduct a complex

interview that consists of personal, behavioral and technical questions, a personality test, and

of one or two role plays. This is the only way to truly understand who the best applicant is, or,

perhaps, who has prepared the best from all!  

Before we start working on your interview preparation together, let me tell you a few things: 

 The most qualified applicants do not get a job in most cases.

 Many people focus on completely wrong things in their interview preparation.

 Everyone can get this job, if they know what to do, and  HOW to do it in their

interview.

On the pages of this eBook, I am going to  guide you step by step towards a coveted job

contract. 

We will  start  with  some basic,  but crucial things,  such as your  interview attire,  how to

approach your pre-interview research, and how to deal with a personality test (very common

in the interviews nowadays). 
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In the second part of the book, I will show you how present yourself as an ideal candidate

for a job of a receptionist. Your non-verbal communication, demeanor, interview strategies,

the way the interviewers think, and decide—you’ll understand it all. 

Third and principal part of this Interview Guide is dedicated to twenty-five most common

receptionist interview questions. You will understand why they use each question, and learn

how to impress them with your answers. 

In the fourth part, two role plays are described. You will learn how to deal with them to the

satisfaction of the interviewers, without pressure.  

 

Final part of this book is dedicated to interview follow-up letter.

Once you read the entire book, you will understand what to do before your interview, 

during it, and also afterwards. Interview will become a familiar experience to you, your 

stress levels will drop, and you will sign a coveted job contract. 

You can ask me one question right now: 

Doesn’t the recruitment differ from company to company, from city to city, from country to

country?

There are some variations, especially if we compare recruitment in the United States and

in Europe. Interviews have become very sophisticated and scientific in Europe, with all the

psychometry and testing they use. In the US, however, the intuition of the interviewers and

your ability to sell your skills and knowledge still plays the prime. 

Nevertheless,  when you are interviewed for receptionist position, you can hardly expect to

deal with interview questions for nurses, or role play for bank tellers... 

The questions are pretty similar,  every time an institution recruits  for the position of a

receptionist,  and doesn’t matter if the interview takes place in New York or London, in a

company, or in a hotel. And they always look for the same skills and attitudes in the best

candidates. 
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Once you understand these attitudes, and the questions they use, and once you learn how to

adapt to the specific conditions of your interview, you will be able to make a  long lasting

impression and succeed in any interview for receptionist job. And that’s exactly the main

goal of this eBook. 

Enjoy your reading!

Amanda Seizling,

Your Personal Job Interview Coach
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I. Before the job interview

Chance favors the prepared mind. 

Success in an interview does not depend only on your answers to interview questions. Your

non-verbal communication matters, your demeanor counts. What you wear and what you

bring with you is also important.  Small details make a big difference in this world, and job

interview is no different. After all, your success story starts in a moment of composing your

resume, and it does continue with many other things you should take care of in the process of

hiring. We will have a look at them in the first part of this book. 

Pre-interview research – do not forget to do your homework

Once  you  start  working,  you  will  understand  everything  quickly—the  working

environment, the relationships on the workplace, the schedule—simply the good as well as the

bad, they will become crystal clear soon. 

But that would be too late for a smart job seeker…

Good pre-interview research  will  help  you  in many ways.  It  will  help  you  to find good

answers to some particular interview questions (that relate to the employer of your choice),

to  calm down before your interview (since it is always easier if we feel familiar with the

place and the people), and to come up with a good question, once there’s an opportunity, or

an obligation, to ask. When you know a lot about their company or hotel, you will always find

something to start a discussion with.  

On the top of that, everyone loves when people are interested in them, in a good way.  Be

interested in them, and they will be interested in you—in hiring you. Interview can be a

simple game, once you understand the basic desires and needs we people have... 

Bearing all of that in mind, I suggest you to do a research, focusing on the following areas: 

 The vision and goals of the company, hotel, school

 The leading figures (directors, board, managers) and their careers
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 Major achievements of the company/hotel 

 Their reputation on booking sites, travelers’ reviews 

 Things that make the hotel a unique place to study, and to work at, simply the reasons

why guests should prefer it to other, competing hotels 

 History of the company/hotel/institution 

 The most notable achievements 

 Their corporate identity 

Every good company, and virtually every hotel, has a website where you can learn about

their vision, goals and values, as well as their products and services. What is more, you can

leverage the power of social media to find out something about the people working there, and

perhaps even about the person who will lead the interview with you (you may know their

name from the email communication the two of you have together).

I suggest you to spend at least one hour with your research. Focus on the things I outlined,

make notes, and read them before the start of the interview. This will help you to alleviate

stress, and to know what to ask, and what to answer to particular interview questions. 

Interview Attire

In an ideal  world,  personal  preferences,  physical  appearance,  and attire  of job applicants,

would have no effect on the final decision of the interviewing panel. 

But  we do  not  live  in  an  ideal  world.  Personal  preferences,  as  well  as  your  physical

appearance, can make a difference. 

While it is naive to believe that good attire (or physical beauty) can win you a receptionist job

contract, it is also foolish to think that wrongly chosen attire can not ruin your chances of

succeeding. So, what to wear? 

Basically, you should dress like the receptionists dress in their daily job in the company

(hotel) of your choice (put on the same style and similar colors of dress). 
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How to find out what do they wear? It is very simple!

Just go there and have a look, or ask a friend to check it out for you. Google image search

can sometimes also give you a good hint about their dress code. 

Emotional, or rational?

A recent study indicates that once job seekers adhered to the dress code of the institution, the

interviewers had better feelings about them. Recruiters saw someone as a good adept to join

the company, just because the colors and style of their dress matched with the dress code

of the institution, with their corporate identity. 

Try to not downplay the importance of your attire. Show them that you are a detail oriented

person. Show them that you care about every little thing, because getting the job matters

to you.  The final decision of the interviewers is from 80% emotional,  not rational. Don’t

forget on this fact, and always focus on creating the right impression and atmosphere in

the meetings with the hiring managers. 

Personality Tests 

Interviewers use various tests while trying to asses the capacities of job applicants for various

jobs. For a job of a receptionist, however, they typically use only particular personality test .

Interviewers may rarely use an IQ test (especially in agencies), but for a good receptionist,

emotional intelligence is  more important than their  IQ (anything above 95 is  OK for a

receptionist, in terms of IQ score, and to determine whether a person has IQ above 95 is easy,

even without the test). 

Form of a test

Typical personality test consists of fifty statements you should give your opinion to. You

should either  strongly agree  with a statement,  agree  with it,  disagree  with it,  or strongly

disagree with it. 

Let me pick five random statements from personality test we use at our recruitment agency: 
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 You ignore small mistakes.

 It is easy for you to feel what others are feeling. 

 When someone treats you badly, you ignore it.

 You do not like to take orders.

 You like to take frequent breaks when working.

These are five statements from a fifty statements-long personality test that was typically used

at  our  agency for  interviewing  entry level  job applicants,  including receptionist,  in  2016.

Candidates should choose if they strongly agreed, agreed, disagreed, or strongly disagreed

with the statements.

While completing the test, you should ask yourself the following question:  Would an ideal

receptionist agree, or disagree with the statement? This should be on your mind all time,

while you work on completing the test.  

Let’s have a look at it one by one, so you understand my logic better. 

1. You ignore small mistakes

While some decision makers or HR workers can,  and even should ignore small  mistakes,

receptionist should not tolerate any mistake—at least not in her own job. Guests can easily

get  disappointed,  so  a  great  applicant  for  this  job  would  always  tick  Strongly  Disagree,

because they do not ignore small mistakes.   

2. It is easy for you to feel what others are feeling 

A great receptionist  has an ability  to recognize the feelings of  the visitors,  and to act

accordingly.  Representing  such  a  job  candidate,  you  should  tick  “strongly  agree” in  a

personality test. 

3. When someone treats you badly, you ignore it

Many people idealize job of a receptionist. However, angry and stupid people also come to

a company, or to hotel, treating receptionist badly. However, this is a reality of a job, and

you  should  be  ready  for  it,  and  it  should not  affect  you  negatively  in  work.  Ideal
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receptionists know that client is always right. Therefore, you should “strongly agree” with this

statement in a personality test. 

4. You do not like to take orders

Lucky people do not have to take any orders.  They are their  own bosses, or manage the

others.  However,  it  is  definitely  not  a  case  for  a  receptionist.  They  belong  to  the most

important employees of every hotel, but their position lies on the bottom of the hierarchy. 

You will hardly give orders to anyone, but you will take a lot of them, from both managers

and guest/visitors. 

Speaking about a right answer for a personality test, you should choose “strongly disagree”,

because a great receptionist does not mind taking orders. 

  

5. You like to take frequent breaks when working 

There is no time to take frequent breaks in work, especially for a busy receptionist. Go for

“strongly disagree”, because a great receptionist  can work on repetitive tasks for a long

time, without taking frequent breaks. 

As you can see, it is quite easy to complete this test, to the satisfaction of the interviewers.

Just ask yourself what a great receptionist would do, and pick the answer accordingly. You

should have enough time for this thinking while completing the test. 

Note: Maybe you noticed that I chose strongly agree or strongly disagree all time. To only

agree or only disagree shows  hesitation. You should have  clear vision, firm opinions and

know what you want to do in work. That is why you should choose “strongly agree” or

“strongly disagree” in most cases. However, if you are not 100% sure about right answers to

some question, you can choose the “mild option”, ticking that you just agree or disagree with

a statement. 

Below you  will  find ten other  statements  from our personality  test.  Would you  agree,  or

disagree with them, in your job interview for a position of a receptionist?  

1. You are somewhat of a thrill-seeker

2. Your stuff is often kind of messy
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3. When you go someplace, you are never late

4. You hate to give up if you can't solve a hard problem

5. You don't act polite when you don't want to

6. You like to be alone

7. You have confidence in yourself

8. You have no big worries

9. You are not interested in your friends' problems

10. You would rather work on a team than by yourself

(Right answers: 1. SD, 2. SD, 3. SA, 4. SA, 5. SD, 6. SD, 7. SA, 8. SA, 9. SD, 10. A)

Do not be afraid of a personality test. You should have enough time to think about the right

answers, from a position of a great receptionist.  In general, great receptionists are positive

about themselves and the others, they look for the best in everyone. They like to talk to all

kinds of people, are motivated and upbeat, and team players. They don not mind routine jobs,

and they won’t get offended easily. And they can handle multitasking.  

Note:  The  same technique  can  be  applied  on  every  other  “normal”  personality  testing.

However,  if  you have to  deal with strange tests,  e.g.  test  consisting of  questions such as

“which of these circles is angry”, or “which of these colors is the most blue”, there is not

much you can do to prepare for the test in advance. Just follow your heart, and choose an

answer… 

Good news is  that  companies  are ceasing to  use weird forms of  personality  testing.  The

benefits of using them have always been questionable anyway... 

If there is a test in your interview, it will be most likely the one with agree-disagree options I

described in previous paragraphs. And now you should be ready to deal with it, with a smile

on your face.
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II. In an Interview

There are  a  few more  things  you  should know, before you  start  answering the interview

questions. I talk mostly about some interview strategies and techniques, about a certain scope

that encompasses the way you approach your interview, and everything that happens there.

We will have a look at them in this part of Receptionist Interview Guide. 

Act, as an ideal receptionist would act in their daily job. 

Following this single advice will win you many job interviews in your life, not only for the

receptionist job!

Most job seekers believe that their answers to interview questions decide about success or

failure. But this is just partially true… If you asked HR managers about  the real decisive

factors in an interview, they would tell you exactly the same thing I am going to tell you

right now:

Your  presence,  non-verbal  communication,  your  overall  demeanor,  they  are  even  more

important than your answers to interview questions. Success is about presenting yourself as a

great candidate for the job, with everything that belongs to such a candidate. 

Who is an ideal receptionist?

An ideal receptionist has an outgoing personality. They are passionate about their job, like to

talk to people. They are a good listener and keep an eye contact with the guests. They are

friendly, but act professionally at the same time. They have good knowledge of the company

and are able to answer all kinds of questions. They should be happy about their daily job, and

they should definitely have good understanding of the needs and desires of the people they

meet. 

And you should act in the same way in your interview. What does it mean?
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You definitely should:

 Keep an eye contact with your interviewers. 

 Stay friendly and humble, show respect in an interview. 

 Show passion for the job. The interviewer must see that you are passionate about this

opportunity, that you really want to become a receptionist, and that you did not apply

just because you couldn’t land any better job.

 Listen carefully to their questions and maintain your concentration.  You should

speak to the point, answer the questions precisely, quickly, and with smile, similarly to

a way a good receptionist would talk to guests.  

 Stay positive about people (former colleagues, bosses), about yourself, about the

job you want  to  get.  You should  never  talk  negatively  about  the  others  in  your

interview.

 Have some knowledge of the culture, visions, and goals of the organization  (we

discussed this in the previous chapter) and demonstrate them in the role play. 

 Smile.

If you follow this advice, interviewers will get the feeling that you have great personality for

a receptionist.  And that  is  priceless  information  for them,  since they know that  you can

always get used to their working environment, or learn to work with the software they use at

the reception. 

However, once you do not have the right personality for this job, you will never become

an excellent receptionist, either at their institution, or anywhere else. Unless you change… 

Keep it on your mind, and try to present yourself as a great receptionist in every moment

of the interviewing process. 
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Perspective of an employer

Many job seekers think only about themselves. Let me show you an example.

When asked about  a reason of their  job application,  they refer  to  clean and professional

working environment, steady job with little pressure, decent salary, etc. However,  this is a

perspective of an employee. 

The employer is not interested in your salary, if you feel respected and good in job, and in all

of these things. They care for their own business, not for yours.

Small group of job seekers (and we can certainly call them successful) look at things from a

perspective of an employer. They use different answers to the question about applying for

receptionist job. 

- They apply as they believe to be good receptionists, and to have an ability to make

guests happy. 

- They believe to bring some value to the hotel, to the team of receptionists.

- They apply for the job because they really like the hotel (the company), the vision

and the working environment, and they believe to fit perfectly to all of that.

Simply they do not speak only about what they want to gain as receptionist, but also about

things the institution can gain from the employment relationship with them.

Our answers to the most common receptionist interview questions (next chapter of the book)

correspond  with  the  perspective  of  an  employer.  It  is  important  to  understand  this

perspective, before you start practicing your own answers. To think about an employer is a

winning state of mind.  
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How to answer behavioral questions?

Behavioral interviewing is very typical in most European countries, and is becoming popular

also in the US. Interviewers ask the candidates about their behavior in various work-related

situations from the past, in order to foresee their behavior in their own company. Let’s have a

look at one question, to understand it better.   

 

“Can you give us an example of you dealing with an irate guest and explain what you did to

fix the problem?”

Note: If you apply for a first job, you will most likely not get these questions. Still, I suggest

you to read this short section and think about it for a while. If they conduct an interview

according to the template, they will give you behavioral questions, doesn’t matter if you have

previous experience. If they do it according to the template, all candidates will answer the

same questions, regarding on their employment history. 

Many  job  applicants  (especially  fresh  graduates)  respond  to  behavioral  questions  in  a

following way:   

- I do not have such an experience.

- This is my first application for a job in customer service.  

- I can not recall such situation at the moment.  

These are bad answers. Candidates can hardly get any positive points for them, because they

do not answer the question at all. 

Never say that you cannot answer a question.  If you really haven’t experienced certain

situation yet, I suggest you to use the following formulation:

- I have not been in such a situation before. However, if it happened, I would do the

following: …

Behavioral questions are not that difficult. Use your creativity, prepare a good answer, and

demonstrate that you know how to act in various situations that  happen in a hotel  or

company, regardless of your lack of experience. 
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I suggest you to think about all behavioral questions from my guide (analyzed in the next

chapter), and prepare your own answers, or if you want, your stories. 

Clarify the problem, analyze it, explain the solution, and tell the hiring managers the lessons

you  learned  in  the  process  of  solving  the  problem.  Problem  –  Analysis  –  Solution  –

Application – Lesson Learned. This is an excellent and complete answer to any behavioral

question. Word PASAL will help you to remember the right way.  
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III. 25  Most  Common  Receptionist  Interview

Questions

Based on my personal experience, I chose and analyzed twenty-five most common interview

questions for receptionists. 

We will have a look at personal, behavioral and technical questions. (Role play exercises,

often used in interviews for this job, are outlined and explained in the fourth part of this

book.)

Short hint explains why the interviewers use the question, and it shows you what to focus

on in the answer.  Several  sample  answers follow the hint.   Feel  free to use them as an

inspiration for your own interview answers. 

1. Why do you want to become a receptionist?

2. What do you want to accomplish on this position?

3. Why do you want to work as a receptionist here, and not in another hotel 

(company)?

4. This job is repetitive. What would motivate you to do it well every day?

5. What are your strengths and weaknesses?

6. What would your former colleagues say about you?

7. What do you think are the responsibilities of the receptionist in our hotel 

(company)?

8. Where do you see yourself in five years time?

9. Can you work with MS Office? What other computer programs are you familiar 

with?

10. What characterize a good receptionist from your point of view? 

11. Why do you think people choose to stay in our hotel/do business with our 

company?

12. On a scale from 1 to 10, how would you rate an importance of a receptionist, if 

we talk about overall impression of a guest?

13. Imagine that one of the guests tried to start relationship with you. What would 

you do? How would you react?
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14. Would you mind working in the night? Would you mind working twelve hours a 

day?

15. What languages do you speak?

16. Imagine a client called you and wanted to book twenty rooms for forty people. 

But we had only ten rooms available. What would you do in such a case?

17. If a guest accused you of a bad service, what would you do? 

18. Share an experience in which you effectively operated a telephone switchboard.

19. Tell me about a time when you developed your own way of doing things.

20. Tell me how you organize, plan, and prioritize your work.

21. What have you found to be the best way to monitor the performance of your 

work? 

22. What are your salary expectations?

23. Why should we choose you and not one of the other applicants?

24. When are you able to start?

25. Do you have any questions?

1. Why do you want to become a receptionist?

Hint: You should not refer to the past while answering this question. To say that you

want  to  be  a  receptionist  because  your  field  of  study was  somehow related  to  customer

service, or because you had the same job in the past, would indicate a must, rather than a

desire to have the job. 

I suggest  you to speak about the future, your motivation to do the job, and personal

preferences for doing it. You should also be careful about your tone of voice and the way

you talk. Show enthusiasm, be positive. 

Sample answers:

- I  like  routine  jobs  where  one  can  have  a  real  impact  on  the  business.  As  a

receptionist,  the first  line of  customer service,  I  believe  I  can make some impact.

That’s why I decided to apply for this job. 
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- Every one of us has some skills and is good in doing something. I believe that people

enjoy talking to me, that I am a good listener, and can that I can identify their needs

and help them to satisfy them. That’s my reason for applying for receptionist role. 

2.  What do you want to accomplish on this position? 

Hint: It’s not easy to find a meaningful purpose of a job, or said in other words, to uncover

some goals one can achieve as a receptionist.

However, employers look for people who desire to not only have a job, but actually to

accomplish something in their role. 

What can a receptionist accomplish in their job? 

They can definitely change many small things, and small changes often make a big difference

at the end. The fluttering of a butterfly's wings can effect climate changes on the other side of

the planet. 

I suggest you to talk about the impact your daily job can have on the overall results of the

company/hotel. 

Sample Answers: 

- From my point of view, receptionist has a significant impact on every business. They

are the first person clients meet; they can help them feel welcomed and happy—which

is a good state of mind for doing business with the company. I want to help to build a

good name and reputation of your business, with a pleasant, friendly, humble and

honest behavior to the guests. Such an accomplishment would make me proud.   

- I do not look for major accomplishments in my professional career. If I see that my

behavior  helps  guests  to  feel  comfortable  here,  if  it  motivates  them to come back

again, that will make me happy in my job, and I will enjoy doing it. 
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3. Why do you want to work as a receptionist here, and not in another hotel/

company?

Hint: Interviewers try to find out if you wander from one interview to another, or if their

hotel/company matters to you, and if you spent some time researching about them (what you

did, if they really matter to you).

We should realize one thing before answering this  question:  The people who’d lead the

interview with you are typically proud of their institution. They often consider it the best

on the market. 

Knowing that, you should do your best to stroke their ego, sparing a compliment or two.

Find something you can compliment about them (pre-interview research will help you with

it), and claim it as your reason to prefer them, and not other place, for your employment.  

Sample Answers:

- Your  hotel  has  excellent  guest  reviews  on all  major  websites.  It  has  a wonderful

location, and I believe it is really one of the best places to stay when you want to enjoy

your city trip. I would be proud to work here as a receptionist, and can not imagine a

better hotel to work at.

- I really like the variety of activities you offer to all groups of guests. Swimming for

children, thematic evenings for elderly couples, and romantic dinners for everyone.

The rooms are really nice; the staff I’ve met here looked very professional as well. I

would be happy to become a member of this team, it’s better than most places I’ve

been to before.

 

- I  have  done  business  with  your  company  before,  and  I  really  like  the  way  you

approach me as  a customer.  From start  to  finish,  the process  of  purchase was a

pleasure. I like the values and rules you follow here, and your goals as I read about

them on your website. I can hardly imagine a better place for work. 
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4. This job can be repetitive. What would motivate you to do it well every day?

Hint: Daily job of a receptionist can be repetitive, especially in big hotels and companies. I

suggest  you  to  focus  on  your  preference  to  routine  jobs.  Not  everyone  needs  new

challenges every day. A good feeling from a well-done job can also resonate in your answer. 

Alternatively, you can say that with right mindset and attitude to work, the job never gets

routine. 

Sample answers:

- To be honest, I prefer routine jobs. Once I learn to do things, I do my job well and have

good feeling from doing it. 

- Everything depends on the relationships. If I enjoy time spent with my colleagues, if I feel

like a member of a hard-working team, it makes me happy and motivated to work hard all the

time. Whether the job is boring is irrelevant for me. . 

- From my point of view, this job is not repetitive. I know that receptionists do the same things

again and again. But there are problems we need to solve, and new clients we talk to every

single day.  This job is fun to do,  not a repetitive one. Some tasks may be routine,  but it

doesn’t make the time in work boring. At least that’s how I feel about the job. 

5. What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Hint: This is one of the most typical interview questions. Sometimes I have the feeling that

interviewers use it just because everybody else does so in the interviews. 

You  should  talk  about  strengths  that  are  related  to  the  job  of  a  receptionist,  and  about

weaknesses that are not related (or at least not so much). Or you can talk about a weakness

that could be considered a strength by some recruiters, for example being over friendly to

guests.   
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Anyway, you should not claim to have no weaknesses. We are human. We aren’t perfect.

Pick a weakness that is not very important for this job, and follow up with your efforts to

improve on it. The interviewing panel members want to hear exactly that.

Sample answers:

- I have a tendency to be overfriendly, and guests may understand my behavior in a

wrong way. I am aware of this weakness, and try to be careful in job, to avoid any

misunderstandings of my behavior. From my strengths, I would pick good listening

skills, and an ability to feel what the other person is feeling. 

- My language skills are not as good as they should be. However, I attend evening

courses and practice a lot at home, in order to improve on my Spanish. From the

strengths, I’d pick organizational and communication skills.    

6. What would your former colleagues say about you? 

Hint: Interviewers ask this question for several reasons. First of all, they try to find out what

you would say about your former colleagues. Many times, I heard a job applicant answer:

“My colleagues?  Well,  they  were  not  qualified  for  their  jobs,  so  I  do  not  know if  their

feedback would be relevant.” 

This is actually  a very bad attitude. Receptionist is always a part of a team, someone all

people from a company meet and talk to, virtually on a daily basis. Therefore, you should talk

nicely about your former colleagues, (and bosses, if there’s such a question). 

The hiring managers try to verify your trustworthiness as well. Most of the time they would

do the background check, and they would compare the feedback they got with your own

words. 

If you presented yourself in a great shape, but your past colleagues said something completely

different, it would be a problem…. 
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Therefore,  I  suggest  you  to  be humble,  to  say that  they perhaps considered  you  just  an

average employee, or someone who tried to get better in their job. You can say you had good

relationship together—if true. 

Sample answers:

- My former colleagues were nice people, and they did a good job. I do not know if they

had enough time to think about me, because they concentrated mostly on their own

jobs. But maybe they would say that I was a responsible colleague, and that I never

started conflicts with anyone. 

 

- It’s tough to say what my former colleagues would say about me. I hope I helped them

to enjoy their time in job, since I supported them and always tried my best to create a

good atmosphere on the workplace. But if they would see it in the same way is hard to

say, because each of us perceives the world in their own way..

7. What do you think would be your responsibilities?

Hint: Job description, as well as website of a company, should help you to understand what a

receptionist normally takes care about. 

Interviewers try to see whether you think responsibly about the role, whether you know

what would be expected from you. I suggest you to mention as many working duties as you

can find, so they see you do not idealize the role of a receptionist, and are ready to take care

of many things. 

Alternatively,  you  can  summarize  daily  duties  of  a  receptionist  to  a  single  mission

statement.
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Sample Answers: 

- I expect to do a lot of things, including greeting clients, helping them with their needs,

answering phone calls, distributing post, and taking care of other duties within my

competence. If there was little work on some day, which could happen, I would ask

one of the superiors for some administrative tasks to handle. I do not like passivity.  

- There are many responsibilities on your job description. I expect to take care of them.

However, we should not forget on the main goal of a receptionist - creating a good

first impression, and helping people at the desk. If one has this goal on their mind,

they will know what to do in every moment in work. 

8. Where do you see yourself in five years from now?

Hint: Interviewers ask this question for two reasons. Firstly, they try to find out if your career

plan matches the possibilities they can offer you. 

If you apply for a position in a big company, there will always be career growth options. In

this case, you should say that you would like to have a lead receptionist position in five years

time, or some other role. 

In a small  company,  however, you’ll often have limited or none career growth options.

These companies typically want to hire someone who would enjoy their job and keep it for

years. In such a case, you should stress that you do not think about promotion, and would

be happy to work as a receptionist in five years time. 

Second intention behind this question is to see if you think only about your own goals, or if

your ideas of the future relate to their organization. One way or another, you should have

some goals (at least in your personal life), since  responsible  people have goals, and follow

some direction in their life.   
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Sample answers: 

- My goal is to become a responsible and skilled receptionist in five years time. I want

to be proud of a good job, and also achieve some things in my personal life. .

- My goal is to have a lead receptionist role in five years time. I believe that I can learn

a lot in this hotel. If I do a good job, if the guests and managers are satisfied with my

work, I’m sure I’ll get a chance. 

   

9.  Can  you  work  with  MS Office?  What  other  computer  programs  are  you

familiar with?  

Hint: Good applicant for receptionist job should have decent skills with MS Office, including

Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook (or common software alternatives in your country). 

Your answer should be longer than just few words, than just saying that  you can work with

MS Office. You should elaborate on that with clarification of your experience. 

What’s more, I suggest you to be careful about overrating your skills. The HR managers can

easily give you a practical test in an interview, asking you to do some simple jobs with Excel

or Word. Say that you can work with them, but do not play an expert (unless you are one).  

Sample answers:

- I have been using MS Word and Ms Excel for the past ten years. I am proficient with

2010 edition. On the top of that, I am an experienced user of various scheduling and

booking programs, such as  Booking Pro and  Best Scheduler, and I am sure I will

learn to work with any other program, since the user interfaces are similar. 

- I used MS Office on the college, but haven’t worked much with it ever since, except of

making  my  resume.  On  the  other  hand,  my  computer  intelligence  is  good,  and  I
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believe to get the skill back quickly. I am ready to commit my time and study hard, to

ensure I will be ready for my duties from the first day in work.  

10. What characterize a good receptionist from your point of view? 

Hint: One can approach this question in three different ways. If you want good, but typical

answer, you can list strengths that characterize good receptionist. To such strengths belong

good communication skills, enthusiasm for the job, responsibility, detail oriented personality

etc.  We talked about it already. 

If you want to go one step further, you can talk about benefits a good receptionist can bring

to the hotel/company. In this case, you should stress what a  good receptionist achieves in

their daily job, e.g. satisfied customers, guest that return to the place to spend money again,

etc. 

Alternatively, you can summarize these characteristics into a single sentence, as you will see

in the third answer. 

Sample Answers:

- Good receptionist is polite, enthusiastic, and friendly. She smiles on the guests and

proactively looks for opportunities to help the people in the office. 

- Good receptionist makes the guests to leave the hotel with smiles on their faces, and

to share great reviews on travelers’ websites. And most importantly, she makes them

to come back again, should they have their way to the city again. 

- Good receptionist maintains the best possible level of guests’ satisfaction and deals

with her daily duties with enthusiasm. 
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11. Why do you think people choose to stay in our hotel?

Hint: This is another chance to stroke their ego, and to convince them that you understand

their uniqueness on the market. 

Reviews on travelers’ websites, such as booking.com, can help you to identify things people

love about each particular hotel. All you need to do is to identify the things, and talk about

them in an interview.  Typically it goes about good locality,  nice staff, quality food, clean

rooms, good parking, facilities, and similar things. 

On the top of that, you can embroider your answer with a wish to actively contribute to

the good reputation of the hotel.

Sample Answers:

- Your hotel has perfect location, good traffic connection with the national park, and it

offers free parking and lots of facilities, even in the cheapest packages. From what I

could see till now, it’s really well managed. There is no wonder why customers choose

it for their stay in the city. 

- Your marketing strategy has head and tail. You understood exactly on which places

travelers  look  for  the  accommodation.  On  the  top  of  that,  with  the  selection  of

packages you offer, free wellness for hotel guests, as well as the locality in the city

center, I am sure you are fully booked most of the time. If I get this job, I hope I can

help to maintain a great reputation of this place. 

12.  On  a  scale  from  one  to  ten,  how  would  you  rate  an  importance  of  a

receptionist, if we talk about overall impression of a guest?

Hint: Each  person  is  important;  each  person  plays  their  role,  and  influences  an  overall

impression of a hotel guest. Good receptionist can neither make, nor break a hotel. They are
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important,  but  they can not make good breakfast,  clean a room properly,  or offer special

services.  Other  staff  members  are  responsible  for  that,  and receptionist  can not  control

them.

On the other hand, receptionists answer phone calls from both outside and inside the hotel,

and they are the first and the last persons guests talk to in the hotel. 

A good applicant for this job should be aware of the importance of this role.   Don’t

hesitate  to  choose  ten  out  of  ten,  showing  the  employers  that  you  approach  your  job

responsibly, and believe in a value a good receptionist can bring to the hotel. 

Sample answers:

- I would say ten. Receptionist is the first and the last person guests talk to. If they make

a good first impression, the life of other staff members will be much easier..

- I would give them ten. I believe that in a hotel  like this one, everything has to be

perfect.  From  start  to  finish.  From  receptionist,  through  maids,  to  waitresses.

Everyone needs to do their job well, so the guests have no reason to complain, and

oppositely, they’d come back again.  

13.  Imagine  that  one of  the guests  tried to  start  relationship with you.  How

would you react?

Hint: There are limits for everything. Despite the fact that the receptionist should be polite

and nice to every guest, there is a red flag for personal relationships. 

I suggest you to say that you’d refuse any dinner invitations from guests. That’s At the same

time you can stress that you would do your very best to refuse the proposal politely , to

not touch the feelings of the guest.  
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Sample Answers:

- I would never start a relationship with a guest. It’s just not correct. We can obviously

meet outside of the hotel, for a coffee, but only when I am not in job. While standing at

my desk, I’d refuse any proposals. 

- I know that some guests may seek more than just my professional service. One has to

count with that behavior, and be ready to politely refuse. I would say that I am in a

relationship, or I can even say that I am married, so the guest won’t be offended, and

my refusal won’t have a negative impact on their stay in the hotel. 

14. Would you mind working in night? Would you mind working twelve hours a

day? 

Hint: If there was not a need to work in the night, employer would not ask you about that.

Logically, you should say you would not mind doing that—that’s the right answer. 

But you should be honest, because it would make no sense to start a new job and leave two

weeks later, just because you could not handle night shifts. And always elaborate on your yes,

and not—citing the reasons. 

Sample answers:

- I would not mind working night shifts. I do not have children, and there is no other reason

why I would need to be at home at night. I am very flexible and I count with working in the

night. 

-  I  would  not  mind  working  twelve  hours  a  day.  In  my  previous  office  job,  it  was  not

uncommon to work even fourteen hours a day, sometimes. I am used to long shifts, and I can

stay focused and well organized for more than eight hours on a go.
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15. What languages do you speak? 

Hint: Many applicants overrate their language skills on their resume, and we need to test

them directly in an interview. Language skills are important in big hotels and international

environment.  

I suggest you to be honest in your answer, and also on your resume. If you are not proficient

in a language, say that you will do your best to learn it,  to be able to handle all common

requests. Sometimes the attitude can win you the job contract, the attitude of a learner, of

someone who always strives to get better…

 

Sample answers:      

- I can speak Spanish, Italian and French. I know that you have many Brazilian guests

here, and therefore I started to study Portuguese as well, to be ready to answer their

requests in their native language. I am sure it would lead to great impression on their

side, and they’d recommend the hotel to other Brazilians.  

- I am fluent  only in English. However, I can answer all  basic requests in Spanish,

French and also in Russian. I gained this experience in my previous job, where we

had a lot of Russian guests. I also study the most common phrases in other languages,

so I  can have a basic conversation with every guest,  regardless of their  language

skills. .

16. Imagine a client wanted to book twenty rooms for forty people, but we had

only ten available. What would you do? 
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Hint: Great receptionist can think business. Short case studies (referring to situations that

can realistically happen in your daily job) help the recruiters to understand whether you have

the right mindset and choose the option that is the best one for the hotel, and their guests.

Twenty rooms is big deal for every hotel. The client, their peers, or peers of their peers can

come back many other times (for example for yet another team building event), if they feel

good about their stay.   

In a good answer you should suggest you’d do your best to get the client, even though the

capacity does not allow you to accommodate all guests they want to book room for. Let’s

have a look at sample answers.

Sample answers:

- Twenty rooms is a lot. I would do my best to not lose that client. On the other hand,

we can not cancel the reservations other guests have made, because opinion of every

guest is equally important for the reputation of the hotel. I would probably say the

client that I needed to check the availability for them, and would call back in one

hour. I would go to the manager and discuss with them the options we have, in this

particular case.

- I  would  strongly  apologize  to  the  guest  and  say  that  there  are  only  ten  rooms

available. However, I would recommend them the following solution: they take ten

remaining rooms in our hotel, and I take care of the reservation of ten other rooms in

the hotel nearby. There are many hotels in this area, so I am sure I would find one

with ten rooms available. Doing it this way, I would go above and beyond for the

client, and at the same time we would book out our capacity. Of course, before doing

all of that, I would seek an approval from the manager. 

17.  If a guest accused you of a bad service, what would you do? 
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Hint: Customer is always right, at least according to the internal policy of most companies

and  hotels.  Therefore  you  should  never  suggest  arguing  with  a  guest. Oppositely,  you

should suggest giving them additional questions, trying to  make them satisfied with your

service.  You  can  also  say  you  would  offer  them  an  assistance  of  “more  experienced”

colleagues, or call a manager.

Sample answers:

- First of all, this is unlikely to happen, as I always do my job in a responsible way and

try to exceed the expectations of guests. But if it happened, I would apologize, ask

what I did wrong, and I would try to remedy it.

- I would apologize and politely ask them what I should do better. I would try to correct

my mistake, and if I could not, I would call the manager to address the situation.

- I would try to stay calm, listen to their needs and complaints, and act according to the

hotel policy. Later I would remember the lesson I learned in that particular situation,

to ensure I’d approach another guest in a better way next time. 

18.  Share  an  experience  in  which  you  effectively  operated  a  telephone

switchboard.

Hint: In some places, receptionist is responsible for a telephone switchboard. If you had this

experience, all you have to do is to explain how you operated it in your past job, ideally when

you handled a difficult situation (e.g. answering many calls at the same time on a busy day). 

And if you have no experience with the switchboard, you should simply be honest and say the

truth.  However,  it  is  crucial  to  elaborate  on  your  answer  with  your  experience  with

multitasking, and your willingness to learn to operate the switchboard.   

 

Sample answers: 
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- I worked as a call center operator at a big taxi service in London. We had more than

one hundred cars and typically received about fifty calls in an hour. However on New

Years Eve, the phone kept ringing all time. To be honest, it was quite demanding to

operate the switchboard effectively, to keep all the cars busy and drivers organized

and to not lose clients. But I managed to do it. I believe that after this experience, I am

ready to operate any telephone switchboard in the world. The key is to create a system

of work, and stay calm, regardless of the number of people calling simultaneously.  

- I  have  never  operated  the  telephone  switchboard.  However,  I  experienced

multitasking  in  my  summer  job,  in  a  restaurant.  In  some  way,  it  was  similar  to

operating the switchboard, as one had to remember the orders of many people, and

could not mix it up. If it was needed to operate the switchboard from the first day in

this job, I would not mind spending some time in the office after the working hours, to

practice operating it before I start to work. 

19. Tell us about a time when you developed your own way of doing things.

Hint:  The receptionist should follow the rules, and she should adhere to internal policy. She 

shouldn’t create her own ways of doing things effectively. On the other hand, she should be 

somehow independent, ready to find solutions without consulting managers all the time, 

especially if it goes about a simple matter. 

Try to show your creativity, but at the same time, stress that you would always stick to the 

rules…

Sample Answers: 

- I believe that receptionists should follow general rules, and stick to the internal 

policies of the company. Guests should know what they can expect from us, anytime 

they come to visit. But I have experience with doing things my own way, experience 
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from home. I like cooking, but I never use the books or read recipes. I just create the 

food in my own way.   

- In my previous job of as a saleswoman, I did not like the general sales pitch that the 

sales representatives in the company used. It did not work well with my clients. I 

developed my own pitch and the sales doubled. If needed, I am able to come up with 

my own way of doing things, trying to meet the goals of the business. But honestly, I 

prefer to stick to the rules of the hotel, so art the end, the receptionists act in the same 

manner, and guests know what to expect from us. 

   

20. Tell me how you organize, plan and prioritize your work.

Hint: Interviewers realize that an ability to plan and prioritize various working duties is 

crucial for every receptionist who wants to stay in a job for more than a month. 

You need to convince them that you are able to plan and prioritize your tasks, for example 

with a sample situation from the past. If this is your first job application, you can speak 

about time at the college, or about any other busy period of your life.

Sample answers: 

- I remember when my colleague unexpectedly left the company we both worked for. I

was supposed to temporarily take care of their working duties, until the replacement

was found. I really needed to prioritize my tasks and do the most important things

first, as there was a lot of work and I could not manage everything. I managed to do it

well, until the company found a replacement. I worked for eleven hours a day, for a

span  of  two  weeks.  Looking  back,  I  consider  it  as  a  good  training  in  time

management. 

- When I was preparing for my school leaving examination, I had to plan my work. I

had to take care of small sister, go to part time job which I could not leave at that
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time, and I also had to study. I prioritized my study tasks, created a daily plan, and

worked according to the plan. Task after task, day after day, it helped me to cope with

all daily duties, and to avoid wasting time with things that could wait.  Daily plan

became  my  standard  tool  for  planning,  and  I  will  stick  to  the  practice  in  your

company as well. 

21. What have you found to be the best way to monitor the performance of your

own work? 

Hint: In the era of social media and smart phones, the staff performance has decreased 

significantly, especially if we talk about office workers. People simply work less, wasting 

time online. 

Interviewers understand the trend, and they try to recruit people who care about their 

working performance, and monitor it. 

In your interview answer you should present a particular idea of monitoring your 

performance, for example creating a daily schedule and monitoring the tasks completion, 

making notes regarding the time you needed for each task, etc., optimizing the plan according 

to the data, trying to improve your efficiency in work. 

You can also say you’d create a habit of regular reporting, writing down exactly what you did,

how you spent each hour at work, devoting last fifteen minutes of your shift to the task of 

reporting.  

At the end of the day, your attitude is more important than the actual method of 

monitoring performance. Show them that you are not a time waster. Show them that you 

really work while sitting in job. 

Sample answers: 

- I have a tendency to check my mobile phone and read FaceBook statuses often. We 

are all addicted to these things in some way, aren’t we? However, while in job, I turn 
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my phone off, and I never open any social media websites. I write a daily plan of tasks

each morning, and work according to the plan, monitoring how I performed, trying to 

do things in shorter time. That’s my way of monitoring and improving my own 

performance in work.

 

- I agree with you that it is crucial to monitor our performance, so we don’t end up 

sitting on a chair, doing nothing.  I personally have a simple exercise I do at the end 

of every day. I write down all things I did in the office, including moments when I 

wasted time. Then I try to improve on it on the very next day. Of course, we are only 

humans, and not a single person in the world really works for the entire eight hours. 

But I do my best to monitor my performance, and to waste as little time as possible in 

job.   

22. What are your salary expectations?

Hint: Receptionist in the United States earns about $25,000 - $30,000 per year, including

benefits. 

Many people who never had this job think that receptionists earn better. But it is not

true… You should know the average salary for receptionist in your country, to avoid having

unrealistic expectations.

What is more, I suggest you to say that the salary is not the deciding factor for you, and

stress thins that matter more – good feeling from a well done job, good collective on the

workplace, nice working environment, feeling useful in job, etc. 

Sample answers

- Salary is not the deciding factor for me. I like the job description, I like your hotel,

and I would be proud to have this job. I am sure you are a serious organization and I

would not end up being underpaid at this place. 
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- According to salary.com website, average salary for a receptionist in this location is

about $27,000. However, I am sure that once I prove myself in work, there will be

room for a raise. As it is right now, I am ready to accept your offer.  

23. Why should we choose you and not one of the other applicants?

Hint:  Most  applicants  answer  that  they  have  the  best  qualification,  experience,  or

predispositions. I would not recommend going for such an answer.

First of all, all interviewed applicants meet the basic requirements in terms of experience and

qualification. They would not be invited for an interview if they did not meet them.  

And secondly,  you do not know the other applicants. So how could you tell that you have

better qualification, or predispositions than the rest of the pack? 

Other group of job seekers has a tendency to use one of the following answers: 

 Because I am the best candidate for this job. Well, this is general. 

 Because I want this job badly. Interviewers are not concerned about your wants and

personal problems. They do not care about what you want, they care about what they

want, and need.  

 I  fulfill  the  requirements  for  the  job.  All  applicants  fulfill  them.  Meeting  the

requirements is not a reason why we should prioritize you, and not another applicant.

 I have no idea. If you have no idea, how can we know?

There are many bad answers to this question. But what is a good one?  

The right answer focuses on  something    unique, the value   you can bring to the institution,

you  and  only  you,  something  that  differentiates  you  from  the  other  applicants  for  the

receptionist position. 

While we can’t offer sample answers that will suit you (each of us is different and can bring

different form of value to the team), I will list a couple of good answers from other applicants.

Hopefully they will inspire your own thoughts and imagination. 

Sample answers
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- I  believe  that  receptionist  is  one  of  the  most  important  staff  members  in  any

organization. They are the one clients see, talk to and criticize, before meeting anyone

else. A good receptionist  can make a visible  difference between an average and a

great company, at least in the eyes of the guests. I consider this job as a mission, and

believe my attitude is rare. Therefore, I think it is a good idea to hire me.

 

- I love to uncover the good things in other people—that’s my nature. This helps me to

be pleasant and nice to the people around me. Also, I am a kind of person who needs

to help the others to be happy. I did not meet the other applicants for this job, and I

am sure they are nice people with different characters and dreams, but if you did not

find anyone else with my attitude, I am sure I will be a good candidate for this job,

perhaps the best one. 

24. When are you able to start the job? 

Hint:  You should say that you are able to  start as soon as possible (if you can, of course,

bearing in mind your current work contract), and that their company is your first choice for

work. 

If you are not able to start because of an extended notice period, you should use it to your

advantage, saying it would be irresponsible to leave your current job from day to day. 

Sample answers:

- I am able to start as soon as possible. I really want to have this job, and I will be

happy to start soon. Of course, I have had also other interviews, but your hotel is my

first choice.

- I could possibly start tomorrow, but it would be unprofessional and irresponsible to

leave my present job now. I need two or three weeks to finish the work and to train
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new person to take care of my duties. Then, once everything is stable there, I can start

here. 

25. Do you have any questions? 

Hint: You should ask one or two questions,  if  there’s an opportunity.  Asking a question

shows that you care about the job, that you want to know more, that you are motivated to get

things done.

However,  you  should  not  ask  about  something  that  was  clearly  explained  on  the  job

description, or already said in an interview. Good things to inquire about are the next steps of

recruitment  process,  the  company  culture,  working  environment,  and  the  people  in

work.

Sample answers:

- Can you tell me something about the collective of receptionists at this company?

- Does your company have any system of goals for receptionists?

- What are the next steps of recruitment process?  

Right preparation for the interview questions

As you can imagine, there are hundreds of possible questions one can get in a receptionist

interview. We tried to cover all important subjects in our short selection, but interviewers can

use different wording, or completely different questions, to assess the same capacities of the

job candidates. 
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However, it is impossible to list, and to prepare for, all possible questions. If you tried to do

so, it would only stress you out, and at the end of the day you would hardly remember a single

answer you prepared upfront.  

The key to job interview success lies in mastering the right principles and attitudes, those

interviewers seek in the best applicant for the job (and in their answers). We outlined it

in detail in our answers to twenty-five receptionist interview questions, as well as in other

sections of this book. 

That’s the only possible way to be prepared for everything that can happen in your interview,

because after all, nobody can tell the exact questions they will ask you. 
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IV. Role play in a receptionist interview

Role  play,  a  common  final  part  of  many  receptionist  interviews,  represents  the  most

challenging experience for the job seekers. 

I remember many  “perfect receptionists” and “great customer assistants”, simply people  I

had a great feeling about,  once we finished with the interview questions. When we asked

them to do the role play, however, and they were supposed to answer my phone call, solve my

complaint, or do something else receptionists typically do in their daily job, they completely

failed. 

Role play always shows the truth. Your ability to deal with it reflects your readiness for the

real job. 

I would like to explain you three key principles you need to learn to ace your role play in an

interview. But before we look at them, let’s have a look at two role play examples, very

typical in the interviews. 

Role play nr.1:  I am a potential guest. I came to the reception with five other people. I am

asking, just informatively, about an option to stay. Try to convince me to stay here, to book

rooms for the six of us. 

Role play nr.2: I am a guest and I am not satisfied. I will complain about something. You play

a receptionist. Your goal is to solve my complaint without making me upset. 

Interviewers always play guests. You play a receptionist; either in the hotel or in the

company (depending on the job you apply for). In most role plays your goal is to satisfy a

client, or at least to try your best to satisfy them. Alternatively you may be asked to sell them
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something.

Three important things to remember before you start to prepare for this exercise:

1. Interviewers do not expect to hear a perfect talk from you. First of all, you are not

prepared for it. Secondly, the company will train you how to approach the guests, and

address their requirements, if they hire you for the job. 

2. The  worst  thing  you  can  do  is  to  refuse  the  role-play,  saying  you  were  not

prepared.  If you did so, they would not hire you. Employers want to hire people

with guts, people who are not afraid to talk. Even if you have no idea what to say,

or do (which won’t be a case after you finish reading this book), you should try to do

the role play.

3. Approach the role play seriously.  I know it sounds stupid to do such things in an

interview,  for  example  greeting  visitors,  or  solving  imaginary  complaints.  But  it

doesn’t  matter  how stupid the role  play sounds,  or is,  you should show your  best

effort. 

Principles you need to learn and remember

1  st   principle: Non verbal communication is crucial. As a good receptionist, you should always

smile and keep eye contact with the client. Try to keep your voice calm and pleasant, try to

stay relaxed. Interviewer should feel your respect and friendship.  

2  nd   principle: You should always look at things from the point of view of the client. What is

best for them? Why do they complain? What would make them happy?  You are there for

them,  not  contrariwise.  Ask many questions  in  your  role  play,  trying to  uncover  the

client’s needs. It is a dialogue, not a monologue. 

3  rd   principle: Do not let the interviewers to get into your head. In the role play, interviewer
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may  purposely  create  stressful  situation.  They  will  be  angry  with  you,  complain  about

something untrue, and have unrealistic expectations. All of this is only a test, it’s a role play!

If you want to pass the exam, you have to stay calm, and do not let your emotions to get the

better of you. 

To show you how to use the principles in the role play,  I prepared for you two practical

examples.  Please,  find  explanatory  notes  in  brackets.  (“JA”  stands  for  job  applicant;  “I”

stands for interviewer.)

Role play example nr.1: Angry client

I:  Imagine that you are working as a receptionist  on this place. I came to your desk, not

looking happy. You have never seen me before. Try to approach me in the right way and do

what you would do as a receptionist. 

I: Hi, I am Mr. Smith. 

JA: Hello, Mr. Smith, how can I help you?  (Simple, but effective question. Interviewer did

not say what he wanted, so “how can I help you?” is an ideal starting point. Do not forget to

have smile on your face and look in the eyes of the interviewer while asking that question). 

I: I want to talk to the manager of this company. My wife ordered one software package from

you,  paid for it,  but we never got the package.  It was expensive and I could not get any

normal answer from your support. 

JA: I am very sorry to hear that Mr. Smith. I am sure we can solve this out today. However,

managers do not have data about all orders. Please, let me call people from the support, so I

can navigate you to someone who can actually solve your problem right now. Can you wait a

second?  (It’s obvious that the client is angry and wants to talk to the manager. However, as a

good  receptionist  you  should  know  that  managers  do  not  solve  customers’  complaints.

Explaining the client the reason of contacting someone else, for their benefit, is a good step to

convince them to wait for a right person, instead of arguing with the manager.) 
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I: I see. But if they can not solve it, I will go to the manager and tell them what I think about

this wretched business! 

JA: You have full  right  to  do it  Mr.  Smith.  Just  please  give me  a chance  to  solve  your

problem, to ensure your wife gets the software she paid for, or you get your money back right

now. That is, I believe, the most important thing, isn’t it? (Client can hardly argue with you.

This should calm them down. At the same time, you are polite and do not respond to their

anger with your own anger. Again, it’s important to remain positive, and to keep your tone of

voice low, not starting to argue with the client.)

I: Yes, you are right, go on. 

JA: I found an employee  who should solve your problem. Please, go the room nr. 4, Mr.

Jenkins is waiting for you. If there is any problem, do not hesitate to come back here, so we

can address it together. 

Would you like to have a cup of coffee, or anything else? I would bring it to you. (Excellent

receptionist would always offer something extra – additional help, cup of coffee, something

else. Interviewers will love you for this attitude!)

I: Thank you, coffee will be fine. With sugar and milk please. 

JA: You’re welcome. I’ll bring it to you. Mr. Jenkins is waiting for you. Thank you for your

patience.  (You helped the client,  but  still,  you are the one who said the last  Thank You.

Interviewers will love that.)

I: Thank you. Bye! 

Role play example nr.2: Hotel reception, complaint

I: Hi. I want to complain. There are hairs in my shower, plenty of them! This is unbelievable,
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in a four star hotel! I do not pay two hundred dollars per night for something like that! How is

it possible? 

JA: Sir, I am very sorry to hear what happened, and I want to apologize in the name of our

hotel. Can you please tell me your name and room number, so I can send someone to tidy

your bathroom immediately? (Good start. You apologized and proposed a quick solution to

the problem). 

I: Are you kidding me? I stayed in many hotels all across the States and never saw anything

like this. I am disgusted. I want to see the maid who was supposed to clean the room and I

hope she will be fired immediately. (Interviewer will be tough this time. They will try to get

you out of balance with their attitude. The key to succeed is to keep your composure, to not

get angry, or upset in the role play. Again, your non verbal communication is crucial.)

JA: I understand your  point Sir,  and you are right.  The maid should be punished for her

mistake. However, can you please tell me the number of your room, so I can take care of your

problem, see who’s responsible for the situation, and most importantly, ask someone to clean

your room immediately? (You showed your understanding to the guest, but at the same time,

you held your line of talk – getting the room number from the guest, taking necessary steps to

solve their problem.)

I: My room number is 133. However, I want to take shower right now. I can’t wait! This is so

ridiculous! (In many cases, interviewer will be inconvincible. Again, you need to stay calm,

smile, and try to help them, without emotions. Stay humble, and focus on practical solutions

to their problem.) 

JA: I see. I am sorry. I will give you a card from room nr. 135. This room is clean and is not

occupied. You can use the shower there, until we clean your room, or we can switch your

room completely. Would it be all right? (You offered a good solution to the problem, and you

apologized  again.  Apologize,  apologize,  apologize...  soon  enough,  the  angry  guest  will

surrender to your politeness.)

I: Are you kidding me? Using another room, so all people would see me using shower outside

of my room? What is this, a cottage? I want to talk to your manager right now! (In some role
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plays, interviewer will never be satisfied, doesn’t matter if you come up with a good solution,

or a bad one. But you need to stay calm, not taking anything personally. Do not forget that it

is only a test, only a role play.)

JA: I am sorry to suggest that Sir. I believed it was a best solution for you, but I was wrong.

Regarding  the  staff  responsible  for  cleanness  of  your  room,  we  will  take  our  measures

internally, and they will be punished. But I believe this is not what you want to be bothered

with. I believed you want to take a shower, and have your room clean as soon as possible. But

if you do not like the idea I proposed with another room, please tell me what we should do.

(Another polite answer, explaining the client that they just offered them the best solution.

Guest can hardly argue now, can they?)

I: I should tell you? You should know what to do! Staff in this hotel is ridiculous. Call me

your manager! 

JA: Okay Sir, please wait a second. I will call the manager. I am sorry I couldn’t help you.

(Sometimes it is okay to give up. After all, receptionist can not solve every problem. The key

is to stay positive, to not argue with the interviewer, and to offer solutions. That’s the way

how to please the interviewers in the role play.)

The given scenario can be different. They may tell you to handle client over the phone, to

rebook a room for an interviewer, to convince a guest to stay in the hotel, or to simply greet a

visitor… But the principles  you need to follow to flourish in this exercise are always the

same.

To learn to use them effectively, I recommend you to practice a role play with your friend.

Tell them to play the client, a guest, anyone. Once you practice the role play for three or four

times,  the principles should become a part of your mindset, and you should use them

instinctively in an interview, without a need to think about them. 

And that’s exactly what you should aim for—to present yourself as a perfect candidate for the

receptionist job, but to do it in a natural way. 
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V. Last Impression and Interview Follow-up

Most job applicants do not use the opportunity to leave a good last impression. It is a pity.

Once your interview finished, you should thank the interviewers for their time, praise them

for their efforts, and simply leave a room in a positive and friendly manner. That is called

leaving a good last impression. 

Even if  you do not have a good feeling from the interview that just finished, you should

control your emotions, and leave a room with a smile on your face. 

Last look into the eyes,  firm hand shake,  and good words can do a lot,  especially if  the

interview is  “undecided”,  and personal preferences  of the interviewers  play a  role,  which

happens quite often for receptionists.

What is more, I suggest you to send a follow up letter one day after your interview. You can

inspire yourself with the following letter, or look for good samples on the internet. Just do not

forget to modify it a little, according to the situation, and to your own style of writing. 

Dear Mr. Abc,

I want to thank you for giving me a chance to present myself in the interview for receptionist

position at your amazing hotel.

After the interview with you, I am really motivated to work on this position. I like the working

environment; I like the place in general. 

I hope you will make a right decision, and I wish you all the best in your job.

Best Regards

Your name

Your phone number

Your email
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It is always good to send at least a short thank you note (you can find countless examples

online), in order to demonstrate that your interest for the job lasts after the interview. 

Follow up letter can not win you a job contract, but it can help you to get one, or to open some

doors that lead to other job contracts. It is easy to send a letter and you should send it after

every interview. Build bridges, not fences. 
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Final word

Interview for receptionist position belongs to difficult job interviews.

One  competes  against  dozens  of  other  applicants,  all  having  similar  qualification  and

experience. What is more, interviewers use different forms of questions, such as personal,

behavioral and technical, and you often need to deal with a tricky role play, showcasing your

communication skills.  

The  interviewers  do  it  to  get  a  complete  picture  of  your  abilities,  and  to  uncover  some

important, and some minor differences between you and other job applicants. 

However, men and women sitting in the interviewing panel are only people, like I and

you… They have their desires, they like to be praised for their work, and they can not

resist hiring an applicant who presents themselves as a great applicant for a job of a

receptionist. That’s how it really works in every interview.

If you use the knowledge from this eBook, and put it to practice, if you present yourself in a

right way, bring everything with you, and offer good answers to the interview questions—

having on your mind the things you learned from this book, they will have no other option

to hiring you.

I  recommend  you  to  read  the  entire  eBook  once  again,  mock  the  answers  to  interview

questions couple of times, practice with a friend (if possible),  and follow the suggestions.

Doing so, you can be sure you did your best to prepare for your interview.

Thank you for reading, and see you in an interview!

Amanda Seizling,

Your Personal Job Interview Coach
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